It is important in information retrieval (IR), information extraction, or classification tasks that morphologically related forms are conflated under the same stem (using stemmer) or lemma (using morphological analyzer). To achieve this for the English language, algorithmic stemming or various morphological analysis approaches have been suggested. Based on Cross-Language Evaluation Forum test collections containing 284 queries and various IR models, this article evaluates these wordnormalization proposals. Stemming improves the mean average precision significantly by around 7% while performance differences are not significant when comparing various algorithmic stemmers or algorithmic stemmers and morphological analysis. Accounting for thesaurus class numbers during indexing does not modify overall retrieval performances. Finally, we demonstrate that including a stop word list, even one containing only around 10 terms, might significantly improve retrieval performance, depending on the IR model.
Introduction
Stemming refers to the conflation of word variants into a common stem (or form when the string cannot be found in the language). In information retrieval (IR), the application of a stemming procedure when indexing documents or requests is assumed to be a good practice (Manning, Raghavan, & Schütze, 2008) , although the N-gram indexing strategy is typically an exception to this rule (McNamee & Mayfield, 2004) . For example, when a query contains the word "horse," it seems reasonable also to retrieve documents containing the related word "horses," a practice which usually tends to improve retrieval effectiveness. Designing effective stemming procedures also may be helpful for other purposes, such as text mining, natural language processing, or gathering statistics on a document corpus.
For the English language, various authors have proposed algorithmic stemmers based on the morphological rules of this language (e.g., Lovins, 1968; Porter, 1980 ). An alternative is to apply a more complex morphological analysis requiring additional computational resources and a dictionary able to return the correct lemma (or dictionary entry). Moreover, as a means of defining better matches between terms occurring in the query and the document, we also might make use of part-of-speech (POS) information (Krovetz, 1993; Savoy, 1993) . Finally, once a word's corresponding lemma has been found, we also could consider the word's various synonyms, making use of synset numbers (i.e., thesaurus class number) available in the WordNet thesaurus (Fellbaum, 1998) .
The main objective of this article is to analyze and evaluate various stemming strategies using a relatively large number of queries. On the other hand, a morphological analysis can be applied to return the lemma for each surface word. This second word-normalization strategy also will be evaluated in this study. The rest of the article is organized as follows: First, we describe related stemming approaches and then depict the main characteristics of our test collection. In the subsequent section, we briefly describe the IR methods applied during our experiments. We then evaluate the performance of various IR models along with different algorithmic stemmers or morphological analysis, and also analyze the use of POS information and thesaurus class numbers. Finally, we present the main findings of this article.
Related Work
In the IR domain, stemming is usually considered as an effective means of enhancing retrieval performance through conflating several different word variants into a common form. As a first approach to designing a stemmer, we begin by removing only inflectional suffixes so that singular and plural word forms (e.g., "dogs" and "dog") or feminine and masculine variants (e.g., "actress" and "actor") will conflate to the same root. Suffix removal also is controlled through the adjunct of quantitative restrictions (e.g., "ing" would be removed if the resulting stem had more than three letters, as in "running," but not in "king") or qualitative restrictions Published in Journal of the American Society for Information Science and Technology, 60, issue 12, 1616 -1624 , 2009 which should be used for any reference to this work (e.g., "-ize" is removed if the resulting stem does not end with "e" as in "seize"). Moreover, certain ad hoc rules are used to correct spelling and improve conflation accuracy (e.g., "running" becomes "run," and not "runn"), due to certain irregular grammar rules usually applied to a language to facilitate pronunciation. Of course, one should not stem proper nouns such as "Collins" or "Hawking," at least when the system can recognize them. These suffix-removal methods are based on a set of rules known as algorithmic stemmers, and thus ignore word meaning and POS categories. Other stemming techniques that remove only morphological inflections are termed "light" suffix-stripping algorithms, such as the S-stemmer (Harman, 1991) , and apply three rules to remove the plural morpheme "-s." There also are more sophisticated approaches that remove derivational suffixes (e.g., "-ment," "-ably," "-ship" in the English language). Those suggested by Lovins (1968) are based on a list of over 260 suffixes whereas Porter's (1980) algorithm looks for about 60 suffixes.
Stemming methods are usually designed to work with general texts and work with any given language; however, certain stemming procedures may be designed especially for a specific domain (e.g., medicine) or a given document collection, such as that of Xu and Croft (1998) . They suggested developing stemming procedures using a corpusbased approach which more closely reflects the language used (including word frequencies and other co-occurrence statistics) instead of using a set of morphological rules in which the frequency of each rule (and therefore its underlying importance) is not precisely known.
Algorithmic stemming procedures tend to make errors, usually due to overstemming (e.g., "general" becomes "gener," and "organization" is reduced to "organ") or to understemming [e.g., with Porter's (1980) stemmer, the words "create" and "creation" or "European" and "Europe" do not conflate to the same root]. In general, however, stemming tends to improve recall, yet these examples show it also may decrease precision, rendering Web search strategies problematic. In this case, Peng, Ahmed, Li, and Lu (2007) suggested applying context-sensitive stemming methods to search terms based on a statistical language model. Krovetz (1993) suggested another method of reducing stemming errors involving an online dictionary to produce better conflations.
As an alternative approach that requires a deeper morphological knowledge, however, we can apply a more complex morphological analysis capable of precisely defining the corresponding lemma (or entry in the dictionary) for each inflected word form. Flexions can thus be removed to obtain the lemma (e.g., "houses" becomes "house"), and the resulting POS information could be used to further enhance the quality of the suffix-removal process. For example, the derivational suffix "-able" is used to form an adjective from a verb stem as in "readable" or "thinkable." Such a process is applied for the French language (Savoy, 1993) . Such morphological analysis is used more frequently for languages that have a complex morphology, such as Finnish, Swedish, German, or Russian (Kettunen, 2007; Tomlinson, 2004) .
Based on an analysis of IR stemming performances, Harman (1991) demonstrated that no statistically significant improvement would result from applying three different algorithmic stemmers; namely, that of Lovins (1968) , Porter (1980) , and the light S-stemmer (that conflates only singular and plural English word forms). A query-by-query analysis revealed that stemming did affect the performance, with the number of queries showing improved performance almost equaling the number of queries showing poorer performance. Other studies (e.g., Hull, 1996) based on a single IR model (a variant of the classical tf-idf method) have shown that stemming resulted in modest improvements, ranging from 1 to 3%. This analysis revealed, however, that stemming tends to make a difference for many individual queries. According to Hull's (1996) study, all stemmers resulted in statistically superior average precision than did a nonstemming approach. Moreover, the S-stemmer proved to be less effective than either the Lovins or Porter methods.
Based on these facts, the rest of this article will address the following questions: (a) With a large set of queries (∼300), is suffixing really better than a nonstemming approach? (b) Is it possible to obtain improved retrieval effectiveness when applying a morphological analysis instead of an algorithmic stemmer? (c) Is it possible to obtain statistically significant differences between various algorithmic stemmers? (d) Does the use of thesaurus class numbers or simple POS information prove useful in increasing retrieval effectiveness?
Test Collections
The evaluations reported in this article were based on the English test collections built during the Cross-Language Evaluation Forums (CLEF) 2001 through 2006 evaluation campaigns (Peters et al., 2008) and regrouped into the Robust track in CLEF 2008. This corpus consists of articles published in 1994 in the Los Angeles Times as well as others extracted from the Glasgow Herald newspapers published in 1995. This collection contains a total of 169,477 documents (∼579 MB of data), and each article contains about 250 on average (Mdn = 191) content-bearing terms (not counting commonly occurring words such as "the," "of," or "in"). Typically, documents in this collection are represented by a short title plus one to four paragraphs of text, and both American and British English spellings can be found in the corpus.
This collection contains 310 topics, each subdivided into a brief title (denoted as T ), a full statement of the information need (called the description or D), and any background information that might help assess the topic (the narrative or N) (see Table 2 ). These topics cover various subjects (e.g., "El Niño and the Weather," "Chinese Currency Devaluation," "Eurofighter," "Victories ofAlberto Tomba," "Marriage Jackson-Presley," or "ComputerAnimation"), including both regional ("Films Set in Scotland," "Area of Kaliningrad") and international coverage ("Oil Prices," "Sex in Advertisements"). In our evaluations, we built the queries based on the <num> C062 </num> <en-title> Northern Japan Earthquake </en-title> <en-desc> Find documents that report on an earthquake on the east coast of Hokkaido, northern Japan, in 1994. </en-desc> <en-narr> Documents describing an earthquake with a magnitude of 7.9 that shook Hokkaido and other northern Japanese regions in October 1994 are relevant. Also of interest are tidal wave warnings issued for Pacific coastal areas of Hokkaido at the time of the earthquake. Documents reporting any other earthquakes in Japan are not relevant. </en-narr> . . . <num> C062 </num> <en-title> <term id="C062-1" lema="northern" pos= "NNP;;> <wf> Northern </wf> <SYNSET SCORE="1" code="05210354-n"/> </term > <term id="C062-2" lema="japan" pos= "NNP"> <wf> Japan </wf> <synset score="0.4451194309593595" code="06520317-n"/> <synset score="0.5548805690406404" code="06519251-n"/> </term> <term id="C062-3" lema="earthquake" pos="NN"> <wf> Earthquake </wf> <synset score="1" code="05526375-n"/> </term> </en-title> . . .
T and D parts of the topic formulation, corresponding to the official query format in the CLEF evaluation campaigns.
Relevance judgments (correct answers) were supplied by human assessors throughout the various CLEF evaluation campaigns. As shown in Table 1 , the entire corpus was not used during all the evaluation campaigns, and thus pertinent articles had to be searched in different parts of the corpus. For example, Topics 201 to 250 were created in 2004 and were responses resulting from searches in the Glasgow Herald (1995) collection, a subset representing 56,472 documents. Of the 50 queries originally available in 2004, we found that only 42 returned at least one correct answer.
In all, 26 queries were removed because there were no relevant documents in the corpus, meaning only 284 (310 − 26) topics were used in our evaluation. Upon an inspection of these relevance assessments, the average number of correct responses for each topic was 22.46 (SD = 28.9, Mdn = 11.5), with Topic 254 ("Earthquake Damage") obtaining the greatest number of relevant documents (229).
During the Robust track at CLEF 2008, the organizers also provided an extended version of both documents and topic descriptions (see the bottom part of Table 2 ) with additional information that could be used to verify whether word-sense disambiguation (WSD) might improve retrieval effectiveness. To achieve this objective, each surface word (after the label <wf>) was preceded by its corresponding lemma (under the tag <term>, a value placed after the keyword lemma) with its corresponding POS tag. The latter information was given according to a variant of the Penn Treebank tag set (Marcus, Santorini, & Marcinkiewicz, 1993) . As seen in our example, the tag "NN" was used to indicate a noun, and the tag "NNP" indicated a proper noun. With the lemma information, the morphological analysis results become available; therefore, a stemming procedure is no longer needed.
As shown in Table 2 , synset information is placed after the string corresponding to the surface word, linking it to the entry in the WordNet thesaurus (Version 1.6) (information given after the tag <synset>). This entry could be unique (as in our example with the word "whale"). For a proper noun (e.g., personal, geographic, or product name), no pertinent entry in the WordNet thesaurus can be found; thus, the corresponding synset information is not given. Finally, a term may belong to different synsets (The noun "reserve" belongs to three synsets.) In such cases, each possible entry is preceded by a probability estimation that the corresponding synset is correct.
Not all of this information is introduced manually. The MXPOST (Maximum Entropy POS Tagger; freely available at http://www.inf.ed.ac.uk/resources/nlp/local_doc/ MXPOST.html; Ratnaparkhi, 1996) identifies the POS of each word, and then the corresponding lemma is extracted using the Java WordNet Library (JWNL), an application programming interface used to provide easy access to the WordNet relational thesaurus. Based on this information along with local collocations and surrounding words, the NUS-PT WSD system (Chan, Ng, & Zhong, 2007) disambiguates the word-type based on the Vector Support Machine (VSM) approach trained with the SemCor corpus, as well as other training examples extracted from parallel texts serving as training data. In a related study with WordNet, Voorhees (1993) attached only a single synset number to each noun (Use the most frequently occurring synset number found in the surrounding text if there are multiple possibilities).
IR Models
To obtain a broader view of the relative performance of different retrieval models with respect to different stemmers and to the morphological analysis, we have implemented five search models. When using this evaluation approach, we want to ground our findings on a more solid basis since a hidden or an unknown property of the collection or a stemmer may favor one model over the other. Grounding on several approaches we will partly resolve this problem.
Following this principle, we first used the classical tf-idf model wherein the weight attached to each indexing term was the product of its term-occurrence frequency (tf ij for indexing term t j in document d i ) and the logarithm of its inverse document frequency [idf j = log(n/df j )]. To measure similarities between documents and requests, we computed the inner product after normalizing (cosine) the indexing weights (Manning et al., 2008 ). This IR model was used in studies by Voorhees (1993) and by Hull (1996) , for example.
To complement this vector-space model, we implemented certain probabilistic models such as the Okapi (or BM25) approach (Robertson, Walker, & Beaulieu, 2000) , and two models derived from Divergence from Randomness (DFR) paradigm (Amati & van Rijsbergen, 2002) wherein the two information measures formulated next are combined:
ij is the probability of finding by pure chance the tf ij occurrences of the term t j in a document. On the other hand, Prob 2 ij is the probability of encountering a new occurrence of term t j in the document, given that tf ij occurrences of this term already had been found. To calculate these two probabilities, we used the I(n e )C2 model, based on the following estimates:
and Prob
with
where tc j is the number of occurrences of term t j in the collection, df j indicates the number of documents in which the term t j occurs, n the number of documents in the corpus, l i the length of document d i , mean dl (= 212), the average document length, and c a constant (fixed empirically at 1.5).
For our second DFR model, called DFR-PL2, the implementation of Prob 1 ij is given by Equation 3, and Prob 2 ij is given by Equation 4, as follows:
Finally, we also applied a language model (LM) approach (Hiemstra, 2000) , known as a nonparametric probabilistic model. Within this LM paradigm, various implementation and smoothing methods also might be considered. In this article, we adopted a model proposed by Hiemstra (2000 Hiemstra ( , 2002 as described in Equation 5 and using the Jelinek-Mercer smoothing method (Zhai & Lafferty, 2004) , a combined estimate based on both the document (P[t j | d i ]) and the entire corpus (P[t j | C]). where λ j is a smoothing factor (fixed at 0.35 for all indexing terms t j ), df j indicates the number of documents indexed with the term t j , and lc is a constant related to the size of the underlying corpus C.
Evaluation
To measure retrieval performance (Buckley & Voorhees, 2005) , we adopted the mean average precision (MAP) computed by trec_eval based on a maximum of 1,000 retrieved items. To statistically determine whether a given search strategy is statistically better than another, we applied the bootstrap methodology (Savoy, 1997) , with the null hypothesis H 0 stating that both retrieval schemes produce similar performance. In the experiments presented in this article, statistically significant differences were detected by applying a two-sided test (significance level α = 5%). This null hypothesis would be accepted if two retrieval schemes returned statistically similar means; otherwise, it would be rejected. 
IR Models Evaluation
Based on the methodology previously described, the MAP obtained from applying six stemming approaches to five IR models is shown in Table 3 . The second column (labeled None) lists the retrieval performances obtained when ignoring the stemming stage during the indexing or query processing. The "S-stemmer" column lists the performance obtained by the light stemmer based on three rules (Harman, 1991) , and the MAP obtained by either Porter's (1980) or Lovins' (1968) stemmer are shown in the next two columns. The smart system (Salton, 1971 ) also proposes another English-language stemmer, and its evaluation is shown in the sixth column. Finally, the last column reports the retrieval performance obtained by applying a morphological analysis returning the lemma of each surface word.
The data depicted in Table 3 will be used to analyze two different questions. First, we will discuss the performance differences among IR models and explain with some detail the evaluation methodology in the rest of this section. Second, Table 3 will be used to compare the retrieval effectiveness of different stemmers together with the morphological analysis producing the corresponding lemma for each word. The latter will be discussed in the next section.
In Table 3 and in the following tables, the best performance under a given condition is depicted in boldface. Using this performance as a baseline, we then italicized those MAP values (in the same column) depicting statistically significant differences. Except for the second column, the DFR-I(n e )C2 model always obtained the best results, statistically outperforming the classical tf-idf vector-space model or the LM scheme, from a statistical point of view. The same is usually true for a DFR-PL2 variant when compared to the best model. On the other hand, the MAP differences between Okapi and DFR-I(n e )C2 are never statistically significant, implying that these two probabilistic models tended to perform at the same level.
When comparing two retrieval schemes, each overall statistical measure such as the MAP may hide performance irregularities among certain queries. For example, when comparing the DFR-I(n e )C2 model with the classical tf-idf model, we found that the DFR-I(n e )C2 model performed better for 245 queries, the classical tf-idf provided better AP for 27 queries, and both models maintained the same retrieval performances for the remaining 12 queries. To understand performance differences between these two models, we examined the largest difference obtained with Topic 62 ("Northern Japan Earthquake"). In this case, the DFR-I(n e )C2 model obtained an AP of 1.0 while the classical tf-idf model obtained an AP of 0.0062. For this query, the tf-idf model's poor performance resulted from the fact that for some query terms, the term frequency was relatively high in the query. In this model, the documents at the higher ranks often contained one single search term with also a very high tf value (e.g., "Japan" with tf = 125 or tf = 85). Within the tf-idf model, this property ranked these documents higher compared to articles containing more query terms but having lower frequencies. For example, a relevant document having the search terms "earthquake" (tf = 3), "Japan" (tf = 1) and "report"(tf = 1) was ranked in the first position with the DFR-I(n e )C2, but was ranked in the 213th position with the tf-idf method.
Differences Between Stemming and Nonstemming Approaches
Table 3 also lists the results of following a verification of whether a stemmer's or a lemmatization application might improve retrieval performance when compared to a search strategy ignoring this type of word-normalization procedure. As shown in the second-to-last row of Table 3 , we computed the average performance achieved by each of the five retrieval models to obtain an overview of the performance of each stemming approach. The last row shows the percent change when compared to an approach ignoring the stemming procedure. This value shows that the smart stemmer obtained the highest average value of 0.4685 (or a relative improvement of +9.2% over the nonstemming method). The difference is rather small when comparing the smart stemmer with other approaches such as that of Porter (0.4647) or when applying the morphological analysis (under the label "Lemma," 0.4597). In fact, for 159 queries, the S-stemmer improved retrieval performances while the nonstemming approach resulted in a better AP for the other 93 queries.
To verify whether these differences were statistically significant, we chose the performance labeled "None" as baseline. When using a stemmer or applying a lemmatization, if retrieval effectiveness was statistically significant, we placed the symbol " †" after the corresponding MAP value. For example, when using the DFR-I(n e )C2 IR model without stemming, we obtained a MAP of 0.4329 compared to 0.4658 when applying the S-stemmer. This difference was statistically significant, and was denoted by a " †" after the MAP value of 0.4658. Except for the Lovins' (1968) stemmer, all stemming approaches and the lemmatizer performed significantly better than did the nonstemming approach. The Lovins' stemmer tended to produce retrieval performances that were statistically similar to a nonstemming approach.
To obtain an overview of the precise effect of stemming, we analyzed concrete examples. With the DFR-I(n e )C2 model, we saw that Topic 306 ("ETA Activities in France") retrieved a single relevant document and obtained an AP of 0.333 without stemming; after applying the S-stemmer, the AP was 1.0. The difference was due to the term "activities," which after stemming is reduced to "activity." The relevant document contains the term "activity" three times and "activities" two times. When conflated under the same stem, this search term was helpful in ranking the relevant article in first position after stemming.
Topic 98 ("Films by the Kaurismäkis"), on the other hand, retrieved only one single relevant document, with anAP of 1.0 before stemming and 0.5 after applying the S-stemmer. In this case, the single relevant document contains the term "films" nine times and the term "film" 12 times. After applying the S-stemmer, a nonrelevant document was ranked higher than the relevant article.
As another example, we could compare retrieval effectiveness using the DFR-I(n e )C2 model and the smart stemmer with the nonstemming approach (0.4329 vs. 0.4783). For Topic 180 ("Bankruptcy of Barings") using the smart stemmer, the AP was 0.0082; without stemming, the AP was 0.7652. In this case, the word "Barings" was stemmed to "bare," which hurt retrieval performance. For Topic 63 ("Whale Reserve") using the stemmer, the AP was 1.0, meaning that the single relevant document was placed in the first position. Without stemming, the AP was only 0.0286, and the single relevant document was ranked 35th. Using the smart stemmer, the word "Antarctic" occurring in the topic description was stemmed to "antarct," which would then match the word "Antarctica" appearing in the relevant document.
Similar findings can be obtained with other IR models such as the Okapi. For Topic 198 ("Honorary Oscar for Italian Directors"), returning a single relevant document obtains an AP of 0.5 without the stemmer and 1.0 with the smart stemmer. Important changes in the query included the search terms "Honorary" (reduced to "honor") and "awarded" (stemmed to "award").
Algorithmic Stemmers or Morphological Analysis
As shown in the last line of Table 3 , the percent of change obtained when comparing an approach ignoring the stemming procedure was rather similar across the different algorithmic stemmers or when applying a lemmatizer (under the label "Lemma"). To verify whether these differences are statistically significant, we selected the retrieval performance achieved with the smart stemmer as a baseline. If the retrieval effectiveness was statistically significant, we indicated this by adding the symbol " ‡" after the corresponding MAP value. For example, when using the DFR-I(n e )C2 IR model with the smart stemmer, we obtained a MAP of 0.4783 compared to 0.4565 when applying the Lovins' (1968) stemmer. This statistically significant difference was denoted by an " ‡" after the MAP 0.4565. Performance differences also were significant for the other IR models, leading to the conclusion that the Lovins' stemmer results in lower performance levels than does the smart stemmer.
During a query-by-query performance analysis comparing the Lovins' (1968) and the smart stemmers, for Topic 98 ("Films by the Kaurismäkis"), the AP was 0.1429 with Lovins' stemmer and 1.0 for the smart stemmer. The single relevant document was ranked in the seventh position with the Lovins' stemmer and in the first position by the smart method. An analysis of the various stems produced by the two stemmers showed that with Lovins' method the stems were "ak" and "mik" whereas they were "aki" and "mika" with smart stemmer. These two names came from the descriptive part of the topic formulation ("Search for information about films directed by either of the two brothers Aki and Mika Kaurismäki.") The stems produced by the Lovins' method were shorter and thus matched other unrelated terms in the rest of the collection.
On the other hand, Topic 231 ("New Portuguese Prime Minister") obtained an AP of 1.0 with the Lovins' stemmer and only 0.5 with the smart stemmer. In this case, the single relevant item contained the noun "elections," which the Lovins' method reduced to the same stem as the adjective "electoral" appearing in the descriptive part of the topic. With the smart stemmer, the noun and the adjective did not conflate under the same form, and the relevant item thus was not ranked first on the list.
The main conclusion, therefore, is that there are no statistically significant differences between efficient algorithmic stemmers such as Porter's, the smart, or the S-stemmer and a morphological analysis returning the dictionary entry (or lemma) for each surface word. Thus, a light suffix-stripping algorithm such as the S-stemmer can achieve, in mean, a retrieval performance comparable to both the more aggressive algorithmic stemmers (Porter's, the smart) or systems based on advanced natural language processing that correctly removes all inflexional suffixes.
Morphological Analysis, POS, and Thesaurus
In Table 4 , we reported the MAP obtained using morphological analysis to produce the corresponding lemma for each inflected word form (same values as last column of Table 3 ). In the third column, we increased the document score when lemma common to the query and the retrieved item had the same POS tag. This feature could be useful in determining the precise meaning attached to a form. In the English language, the same term may have different meanings, depending on its POS, such as "lean" as an adjective (thin, lacking charm) or a verb (to recline or bend). The word "face" (or "form," "bank," "stem") may have a different meaning as a noun (a happy face) or as a verb (to deal with). To do so, for each indexing term a string composed of the term and its POS tag [e.g., with the adjective "alien," we added "alienJJ" in which "JJ" is the POS tag for the adjectives (Marcus et al., 1993) ].
In the fourth column, we listed retrieval performances achieved by increasing the document score when query and documents had the same synset numbers. To do so, we added all synset numbers attached to an article or a query to its corresponding surrogate. Finally, in the last column of Table 4 , we combined the two previous enhancements, which in turn assigned more weight when the terms common to both the retrieved records and the query also were the same POS and shared the synset numbers.
The results depicted in Table 4 confirm the conclusions we had drawn regarding the data shown in Table 3 . The best performing IR model was still the DFR-I(n e )C2, and the performance differences were always statistically significant (MAP italicized in Table 4 ) with both the LM or tf-idf models.
Compared to the morphological analysis only (performance under the label "Lemma" in Table 4 used as baseline), we might use the POS information to partly remove the ambiguity attached to search keywords. This additional information slightly improves the MAP, and the performance differences are always significant (MAP followed by the symbol " †" in Table 4 ), except for the DFR-PL2 model. For example, with the DFR-I(n e )C2, the POS data increased the AP for 138 queries and decreased it for 98 (For the remaining 48, we obtained the same performance.) Using this IR model and Topic 217 ("AIDS in Africa"), the AP was 0.1944 under "Lemma;" yet, when we added the POS information, the AP increased to 0.5526. When inspecting the corresponding query, we first found that the stemming converted "AIDS" into "aid," and this increased the possibility of matches. When accounting for the POS tag, the stem "aid" was tagged as a proper noun, and thus improved the ranking of articles containing this abbreviation compared to documents containing either the singular noun "aid" or the plural form "aids." Adding the thesaurus numbers to document and query representations (retrieval performance listed under the label "Lemma & Synset") tended to slightly decrease the MAP. For the three IR models, the differences were even statistically significant. With the Okapi model, for example, Topic 76 ("Solar Energy") obtained an AP of 0.663 under the "Lemma" condition, but only obtained an AP of 0.0722 under "Lemma & Synset." In this case, the description part of the topic contained the form "is" and "being" twice. The corresponding lemma "be" belongs to the 10 synsets added in the query surrogate (with a frequency of three). For each document containing a verbal form related to the verb "to be," we will thus have 10 query matches through the synset numbers, thus rendering discrimination between relevant and nonrelevant items more difficult.
Stop Word Lists
Finally, we have compared the retrieval effectiveness of the various IR models using different stop word lists. These lists contain words serving no purpose for retrieval purposes, but very frequently found in the documents. Upon removing these terms, each match between a query and a document would thus be based on relevant indexing terms. In other words, retrieving a document because it contains words such as "the," "has," "in," or "your" in the corresponding request does not constitute an intelligent search strategy. These nonsignificant words represent noise, and may actually damage retrieval performance because they do not discriminate between relevant and nonrelevant documents. Hopefully, we also would reduce the inverted file's size by from 30 to 50%.
In the second column of Table 5 , we reported the retrieval performance achieved using the S-stemmer with the smart stop word list containing 571 entries. This list may be viewed as relatively large, but Fox (1990) also suggested a relatively long list with 421 words. Next, we used the same stemming approach, but without any stop word list. The performance differences were small (∼1%) for the last three retrieval models when compared to the smart stop word list, but relatively large for the Okapi (a relative decrease of − 26.8%) and the DFR-PL2 (−30.1%) approaches. In the last column of Table 5 , we used the short stop word list composed of nine words ("an," "and," "by," "for," "from," "of," "the," "to," "with") found in the DIALOG search engine (Harter, 1986) . The average difference with the smart stop word list is rather small ( − 0.6%), tending to indicate that the important point is to ignore only a short number of very frequent terms without any important meanings.
When applying the statistical tests (Significant differences are in italics while best performances are boldface.), we still can conclude that the DFR-I(n e )C2 model is the best performing. When using the retrieval performance with the smart stop word list as the baseline (second column), we found two cases in which the performance differences are statistically significant (MAP value followed by the symbol " †"). For example, when using the Okapi model, the MAP using the smart stop word list is 0.4648, yet it decreases significantly to 0.3403 when accounting for all frequently occurring words (performances listed under the label "None"). Clearly, the performance achieved by either the Okapi or the DFR-PL2 is sensitive to the presence of very frequent words.
Through analyzing an example, we discover the main reasons for this phenomenon. Based on the Okapi model and applying the smart stop word list, we obtained better retrieval performances for 223 queries while indexing all terms produced better AP for 37 queries (For the remaining 24 queries, the same AP was produced.) From an analysis of the extreme cases, we saw that Topic 136 ("Leaning Tower of Pisa") obtained an AP of 1.0 with the smart stop word list, yet the AP was 0.0 when we accounted for all word forms. In the underlying query, the presence of many stop words (e.g., "of," "the," "is," "what") ranked many nonrelevant documents higher than the single relevant document.
On the other hand, with Topic 104 ("Super G Gold medal"), we obtained an AP of 0.6550 when ignoring the stop word list and an AP of 0.4525 with a stop word list. In this case, the search term "G" included in the stop word list was removed during the query processing. After this stop word removal, the final query was more ambiguous ("super gold medal") and could not rank the articles higher on the result list.
Conclusion
It has been recognized that the stemming procedure is an important component in modern IR systems and that an inappropriate stemmer may generate unexpected results to be presented to the user (Buckley, 2007; Savoy, 2007) . Contrary to previous evaluations based only on the classical tf-idf vector-space model, we have shown that the same problem occurs with modern probabilistic models (e.g., Okapi, LM, or DFR), which perform significantly better than did the tf-idf approach.
Using a large set of queries (n = 284) extracted from the CLEF test collections, we also demonstrated that some algorithmic stemmers or a morphological analysis tend, in mean, to result in similar retrieval performances, at least for the English language. For medium-sized queries, the enhancement is around 7% greater than a search technique without stemming. For a language having a rather simple inflectional structure, this mean improvement is relatively high as compared to other languages. Using similar test collections (i.e., newspapers articles and comparable queries), Tomlinson (2004) obtained the following average improvements after stemming: +4% for Dutch, +7% Spanish, +9% French, +15% Italian, +19% German, +29% Swedish, and +40% Finnish. Recently, Kettunen (2007) also showed that when faced with languages with a complex morphology (e.g., Finnish or German), a morphological analysis tends to produce better retrieval performance than do algorithmic stemmers.
Among the various stemming approaches suggested for the English language, we found that the smart (Salton, 1971) , the Porter (1980) , and the S-stemmer (Harman, 1991) methods as well as morphological analyses returning the corresponding lemma resulted in similar performance levels. Retrieval performance for the latter is significantly better than a nonstemming approach or the Lovins' stemmer (1968) . In our opinion, this latter method removes too many final letters and thus is too aggressive, resulting in relatively short stems having high document frequencies.
The examples presented earlier demonstrate some of these aspects.
When comparing stemming procedures, in our opinion, it is important to consider the final user. A nonstemming or a light stemming approach is better understood than is a more aggressive approach returning unexpected results. For this reason, in the English language we suggest using the S-stemmer (Harman, 1991) , which only removes the plural form associated with English nouns.
We also tried to improve retrieval effectiveness by considering POS information and thesaurus class numbers. Compared to the morphological stemmer, accounting for the POS information will significantly improve MAP; however, the presence of the synset (or thesaurus class) numbers does not significantly modify mean retrieval performance, at least as implemented in this article.
Finally, it must be recognized that stop word lists were developed on the basis of certain arbitrary decisions (Fox, 1990) . This is the case, for example, in commercial information systems, which tend to adopt a very conservative approach involving only a few stop words. According to our evaluations, the presence of a short stop word list containing around 10 terms produces retrieval effectiveness similar to that of longer stop word lists with 571 terms. Thus, not removing these very frequent terms with no real meaning may significantly hurt retrieval performance for some IR models (e.g., Okapi and DFR-PL2 in our experiments), when compared even to short stop word lists.
